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Law or Prophecy?

On the Order of the Canonical Books

BY TERJE STORDALEN

Professor Arvid Tingberg had the greatest respect for the Bible, and so preoc-
cupied himself with the issue of the biblical canon.r The present work echoes
some of our conversations on this issue. Now, scholarly notions of the formati-
on of the Hebrew biblical canon have, of course, changed during the last few
decades.2 Sundberg demolished the theory of a distinct Alexandrian canon.3 Le-
wis and Schiifer attacked the idea of a synod at Jamnia.a Leiman and Beckwith
took issue with Sundberg's late dating of the canon altogether.5 Recently, there
has been a turn to comparative study of canons, accompanied by an interest in
their social function.6 The available external evidence has grown through the
publication of Qumran material.T Other previously well studied, passages have
been re-evaluated in this light, partly in critique of Beckwith.8 The present con-
tribution focuses more narrowly upon the issue of the order of canonical books
and their grouping.e However, to frame that discussion it is necessary to present
what I perceive to have been the outcome of recent discussion on the Hebrew
biblical canon in general.

I. An Emerging View of Biblical Canonization

Functional and Formal Canons
A canon is a social phenomenon, expressing foundational values, shaping and
maintaining social identity and interaction.t0 Canonization processes may gene-
rate different kinds of canons, with fixation of a single collection of authoritati-
ve writings as but one of several possible results. Conversely, the notion of a ca-
non may be present without a written, definitive list. Religious, ethical, literary
and other standards could exercise canonical authority without (or prior to)
their being formally canonized. Thus, scriptural canonization must be perceived
of as a process in which certain texts gradually gain authority and a superior
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state. This view, of course, is not novel,r' but recent scholarship has contributed
to sharpen the theory.

It is impossible here to pursue the question of the social function of a canon.
However, it shall be feasible to distinguish broadly between formally canonized
writings and functionally canonical practices, ideas, writings, etc. In so doing,
we acknowledge certain shortcomings in the insistence upon "canon" as a
technical term for a list of authoritative books,l2 claiming that there is a diffe-
rence, but also a connection, between a functional and a formal scriptural ca-
non.

"Sacred Books" Were Books in the Sanctuary
In the Ancient Near East, the class responsible for canons consistently were scri-
bes at offrcial libraries.t3 Davies argues that Hebrew canonized books were si-
milarly kept in an official library of the Second Temple.ra Beckwith found a more
specific state for the Hebrew "holy books". Taking a hint from Philo's description
of the so-called Therapeutae,'5 he finds that these books were kept and used in the
sanctuary. Incidentally, several biblical passages indicate a deposit of books or re-
cords in the shrine.r6 The habit of keeping literature in the temple of its divine
proponent is reflected also in other Ancient Near Eastem compositions.tT

Depositing scriptures in the Hebrew shrine would enhance their transition
from a functional to a formally canonized state. The presence of a commonly
known collection would also explain why a passage like 4 Ezra 14:4446 did
not make a dispute on the public scriptural collection (see below). So, it seems
sensible that the Hebrew scriptures were a collection of holy books in the shri-
ne, and that this collection at some point obtained a semi-formal and later a for-
mal status.

Law and Prophets in Pre-Formal Canonization
Focusing on an earlier phase in the canonical process, Stephen Chapman argued
that the closing sequence of the Law-Deut 34:I0_l2, a fairly late appendix-
betrays consciousness about the Prophets. Similarly, the possibly late end of
The Book of Twelve (Mal3:23-24 14:5-61) indicates awareness of the Law.r8
Chapman finds that passages like Deut 3l-34; Josh 7-8; 24: 2 Kgs 17:7-23
establish a relation between law and prophecy, a model that allows for interrela-
ting them dialectically. This indicates a combination of "Law and Prophets wit-
hin a single 'story' about God. [...] For the deuteronomists, Israel's theological
'grammar' at its most basic was this: the God of Israel is the God of the Law
and the Prophets."tn Chapman also argues that the title "the Law (of Moses) and
the Words (of the prophets)" occurs in Old Testament literature, indicating a bi-
partite, functionally canonical collection.20 Adding to this view, there are passa-
ges portraying Moses as a prophet2r or the prophets as heralds of the law.22
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Already Ronald Clements argued that the Law and the Prophets were early
joined in a flexible collection where both groups were edited and expanded
while retaining canonical significance.t3 This would correspond to functionally
canonical collections of cuneiform literature.2a Such a collection is initially not
textually fixed.2s Indeed, the text of the Hebrew Bible was not conclusively fi-
xed until long after the collection seems to have been commonly accepted as
authoritative.26 It makes sense, therefore, to assume Law and Prophets as a fle-
xible dual collection gaining functional canonicity quite early.

Early Evidence for a Collection of Scriptures
Leiman and Beckwith elaborated the relevant Talmudic and Midrashic evidence
for a Hebrew canon.27 Beckwith, using that material in a comprehensive review
of Christian as well as pre-Talmudic Jewish evidence, seems to overemphasize
the antiquity and significance of Rabbinic material. He also seems to underesti-
mate the plurality in Judaism around the beginning of the Common Era. I find it
preferable first to evaluate the early material without presuming similarities to
either Jewish or Christian material from a later age. Two types of evidence ap-
ply: (i) quotations from passages identified as scripture and (ii) lists of biblical
books given by writers of the relevant period. The latter is by far the more im-
portant to our purpose.

For the time being just to state the result of analysis,28 the Prologue to Ben
Sira (ca. 130 e.c.B.) confirms the existence of three groups of "ancestral"
books; Law, Prophets and "others". While apparently nameless, the third group
does seem to be defined ("the other ancestral books").2e The heading "Law" is
perhaps unambiguous,'o but one cannot tell from this list what books were co-
unted in which of the last two groups. The Praise of the Ancestors in Ben Sira
4449 is possibly authored around 180 s.c.e. This eulogy closely follows bibli-
cal chronology but conspicuously lacks any proponent from Daniel (Ch. 1-6),
Esther (e.g. Mordechai), and possibly from Job.3r It also lacks reference to Ruth
(e.g. Boas), but this book could be represented by Judges. Conversely the eulo-
gy attributes more emphasis to Enoch and Noah than seems grounded in the bi-
blical books. If the grandson shared some of the grandfather's view of scripture,
it is indeed unclear what books, and in what order, may have been hinted to in
the Prologue.32

2 Macc 2:13-14, although heavily engaged by Leiman and Beckwith, may
not provide much information.'3 At least it should witness a collection of scrip-
tures in the temple library in the first half of the last century B.c.E.

The halakhic letter 4QMMT (around 75 n.c.e. to 50 c.E.), comments upon
the need to study "the book of Moses and the books of the Prophets and (o0
David".3a Most scholars find here another attestation of a tripartite collection.35
Psalms must be in the third group, but it seems questionable whether the head-
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ing "David" could cover all the books in the later Hagiographa. By good reason,
the last group in 4QMMT would hold poetical books with declared royal aut-
hors (Psalms, Proverbs, Canticles and Qoheleth).

A first New Testament passage often produced as evidence is Matthew 23:35
(70-90 c.E.). The argument is that the passage refers to incidents in Genesis 4
and 2 Chronicles 24, indicating these as the first and the last book of the scrip-
tures. However, it is not obvious that Matt 23:35 refers to 2 Chronicles 24.36If it
does, this is conceivably a statement about sacred history, not about canon. As
such it would rather reflect a view of the scriptures as basically historical narra-
tive, and therefore be similar to the list in Josephus (see below). A second pas-
sage, Luke 24:44, is very similar to 4QMMT and may reflect a tripartite con-
cept of canon. Again it is not explicit what books were included in what group.

The most comprehensive early list is that given by Josephus (around 95 c.e.)
in Contra Apioneml,3110.37 The passage states that there are 22 holy Jewish
books, namely the five books of Moses, thirteen books of the prophets, and fi-
nally four books containing "hymns to God and precepts for the conduct of hu-
man life". Beckwith, in a thorough discussion,3s concludes that the last four
books would have been (19) Psalms, (20) Canticles, (21) Proverbs and (22) Qo-
heleth. The five Mosaic books are known, and the middle group is best appre-
hended as: (6) Joshua, (7) Judges and Ruth, (8) 1-2 Samuel, (9) I-2 Kings, (10)
1-2 Chronicles, (lI) Ezra and Nehemiah, (12) Esther, (13) Job, (14) Isaiah,
(15) Jeremiah and Lamentations, (16) Ezekiel, (17) The Twelve and (18) Dani-
el. Beckwith and Leiman argue that this list is an ad hoc construction by Josep-
hus. Mason further says it makes no attempt whatsoever to name divisions or
sections of the canon.3e As argued by van der Kooij, this is generally not convin-
cing.aO It is clear that Josephus did indeed see Daniel as a prophet,ar and I assu-
me his list reflects ideas of scripture current in his background.

A brief statement in a book ascribed to Philo, De vita contemplativa lll, 25
refers to the scriptures of the Therapeutae as "laws, oracles given through inspi-
ration by prophets, psalms, and other books...".42 Assuming that the "other
books" are grouped with the psalms, this concept is similar to that in 4QMMT
and Contra Apionem. The passage is again silent on the identity and order of
the books.

Another relevant passage is Fourth Ezra 14'3748 (some 100-120 c.E.).0'
This presumably Jewish work confirms the idea that the public canon holds 24
books collected by Ezra. The additional 70 books mentioned as more advanced,
are not purported to be commonly canonical in way that the 24 are. Due to its
numbering the canon as 24 books, this list possibly conforms to that in Baba
Batra 14 (below).aa

Contrary to Beckwith,4s it is not obvious to what extent the list in Baba Batra
l4b, abararta in the Babylonian Talmud, could be counted as early evidence. It
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seems more prudent to acknowledge it as perhaps as early as the mid second
century c.8.46 In this list we find the canonical grouping familiar from Tanak,
with only minor variations as compared to for instance BHS.a7 B. Bat. l4b can
safely be seen as the earliest comprehensive evidence for the sequence of the
Rabbinic bible. The canonical order of B. Bat. 14b is not positively attested pri-
or to Fourth Ezra, but it may of course still have been present. At the same time
Contra Apionem,4QMMT and possibly De Vit. Cont. witness to at least one ad-
ditional-still tripartite-order. The impression is that the canonical sequence
of the Rabbinic bible grew out of a more diverse prehistory than assumed by
Beckwith and Leiman.

Additional Scriptural Books?
Corresponding to the above, one could assume that there were several canons in
Judaism before 70 c.r.., perhaps including books that later were excluded. This,
however, could be said only with serious qualification, as indicated by 4 Ezra
14:3718. On the one hand this passage reflects a general acceptation of the 24
books as a public canon. On the other hand, the writer's functional canon would
consist of those additional 70 books. Indeed, the passage implies that the public
canon should better be interpreted in light of the religious outlook of the 70
"hidden" books. But precisely this argument seems unwittingly to give witness
to the incontestable status of the 24 books as public canon.ot

Passages in Pseudepigraphic literature do imply deviant functional canons.oe
Strikingly, however, no other public canon seems to be mirrored.sO Material
from Qumran similarly conveys multiple functional canons.t' But the use of
quotation formulae confirms only the books now included in Tanak as scriptu-
re.tt While one, or possibly two, instances in the New Testament quote literatu-
re outside Thnak as scripture, the overwhelming majority of instances quote
only from within Tanak.s3 It could be argued that oral law in Pharisaic circles
served as a functional canon, gradually achieving a more formal status in Mish-
na and Talmud.sa Precisely the emergence of an additional canon implies that
scripture was publicly acknowledged by the time oral law started to develop. To
my mind, a lesser degree of the same dynamic could be perceived in "rewritten
bibles" from Jubilees and the Genesis Apocryphon to the Targumim, Philo and
Josephus.s5

All this is understandable if the public canon was defined as "the books in the
temple in Jerusalem" and this collection was at the time no longer flexible. In-
deed, considering the tense plurality of Judaism in which these apparent mono-
lithic views of the border of scripture are set, I am liable to say the public canon
must have been defined by a central Jewish authority, and so must have existed
well before 70 c.e.

135
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Synopsis
Jewish circles around the beginning of the Common Era had several functional
canons. Simultaneously, a collection of books in the national temple seems to
have achieved public status as authoritative (although its text would still be in
some flux). This collection probably held the books later included in Tanak.56
The various functional canons reflect an ongoing struggle as to the interpretati-
on of the public canon, not attempts to expand it. Some publicly acknowledged
scriptural collection appears to have been reflected already from around 150
B.C.E. It was commonly conceived of as a tripartite collection; the Law, the
Prophets and a third set. The books were perceived of as either 22 or 24 in num-
ber, depending on whether or not Ruth was counted with Judges and Lamenta-
tions with Jeremiah. Throughout the period (150 n.c.r. to 150 c.e.) there were
differing views on what books were allocated to the second and the third group
respectively. B. Bat. l4b and possibly 4Ezra 14 attest to the later Rabbinical or-
der. Contra Apionem and probably 4QMMT and De Vit. Cont. indicate a smal-
ler third group, with all narratil'e books allocated to the Prophets.

2. Later Canonical Book Orders
There is a lacuna of evidence between the early material above and later sour-
ces, leaving us to hypotheses as to the development especially of Christian ca-
nonical orders. Later evidence is found in (i) biblical manuscripts large enough
to indicate some concept of the canon, and (ii) lists of canonical books given by
Christian writers.5T Each will be considered below, whereupon I shall attempt to
sketch a development in the period for which there is little evidence. First we
should, however, reflect upon the technological conditions and socio-religious
setting of the phenomenon of canonical book orders.

Hebrew biblical literature was first recorded in scrolls, and these did not have
the capacity to hold more than a few books. The sacred scrolls were stored to-
gether in boxes. Nahum Sarna has argued that by the time of the formal canoni-
zatron of the Hebrew scriptures, there had long been available library indexing
systems.58 However, the existence of indexing systems would not necessarily
result in one canonical standard. Indeed, the Talmud seems to document vary-
ing views on this issue.se The habit to record scripture in codices, initially a
Christian manner, may have contributed to the development of more standard
solutions,60 especially during the third or fourth century when codex technology
developed the ability to hold large books. However, while Jews accepted the co-
dex for biblical books in the late first millennium,6r Jewish sources give diffe-
rent book orders within the Prophets and Writings throughout the Middle
Ages.62 It stands to reason that in the earlier period the question of which books
to select for the scriptural collection would have been more critical than the qu-
estion of their internal order.
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This points to the quite different socio-religious contexts of the selection of
canonical books on one hand and of the ordering of these books on the other.
The first serves to formalise the national religious basis. Social forces will steer
such a process towards stability and closure.63 The issue of canonical order, on
the other hand, rather activates one's perception of scriptural relations, an inter-
pretation of the canon. (As remarked by Barton, precisely the understanding of
canon in total is given as rationale for the book order tn B. Bat. 14b.64) In order
to obtain ideological adaptability, social forces are bound to drive towards flexi-
bility in this aspect of canon.6t So, one is liable to expect less rigidity in the is-
sue of canonical order than in that of canonical selection.

Consequently, one should not be too short-sighted when pursuing the issue of
different canonical book orders. Rather than accumulating statistics on every
book in the canonical sequence, one should look for characteristics that may
serve to distinguish one tradition from the other. The following features seem
more or less constantly to distinguish the Christian from the Rabbinical book
orders.66 (i) The grouping of Ruth with Judges-implying Ruth as historical
narrative. (ii) The grouping of Lamentations with Jeremiah-implying Lamen-
tations as a prophetical book. (iii) The classification of Daniel as a prophetical
book. (iv) The listing Chronicles (and other historical narratives) with Kings.
(v) The location of poetical books prior to prophetical ones. (vi) The existence
of one additional canonical group, an appendix, after the prophetical books.
These are the features focused in the followins brief survev.

Evidence from Christian Manuscripts
It can be taken for granted that the Christian canon developed from a Jewish
background.6T The emergence of a larger Christian collection somehow reflects
an open canon. Perhaps the parallel New Testament process promoted reope-
ning of the Hebrew canon within the church. Or perhaps apocalyptic groups of
the time generally aimed to enlarge the public canon.68 Or again, maybe the lar-
ger canon was initially the functional canon of Christian lay people, and beca-
me formally canonical only in the fifth century onwards.6e Be that as it may, the
discussion above showed that by the opening of the Common Era a fairly well
defined collection of books was commonly accepted as authoritative, but that
these books were grouped and ordered in different ways. Disregarding, for the
moment, the additional Christian books, the present query goes to the sequence
of the commonly accepted books within the Christian canons. The source mate-
rial is not very large. Most LXX manuscripts contain only one book or a group
of books,70 thus not allowing for conclusions as to canonical sequence. Late
Medieval manuscripts are liable to reflect later canonical concepts, and so are
less significant.Tr Moreover, biblical manuscripts sometimes contain evidently
non canonical materral.T2 Thus it is initiallv not clear what argumentative
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weight any individual manuscript might cilry. Nevertheless, available docu-
mentation of the early codices indicate only ten manuscripts from the first ten
centuries that contribute relevant information.

The earliest seems to be Chester Beatty ix (and x), an early third century (or
earlier) manuscript from Egypt.tt Being in part damaged, it holds Ezekiel, Da-
niel and Esther, and thus probably counts Daniel among the prophets. It may re-
flect a canonical order with poetical books after prophetical books. Alternative-
ly it reflects an order with poetical books before prophetical books, but with Es-
ther as part of an appendix following the prophets (cl below). The size of the
codex indicates that it did not contain both prophetical and poetical books, so
the last seems the more probable. The Adams papyri, third century Egypt,tt 

-uyhave placed poetical books prior to prophetical ones, but are too fragmented to
be conclusive. Codex Vaticanus, fourth century Alexandria,Ts counts Ruth with
Judges, lists Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah along with Kings and has the prop-
hetical books close the canon . Codex Sinaiticus, fifth century Alexandri a (?),'u
counts Lamentations with Jeremiah and (probably) Ruth with Judges and Dani-
el among the prophets. It includes Esther, Judith, Tobit and Maccabees in a
"long" history following Kings. Poetical books make up the last group of this
canon, as in Thnak . Codex Alexandrinus, frfth century Alexandri a (?)," likewise
lists prophetical books prior to poetical. It too counts Ruth with Judges and La-
mentations with Jeremiah, places Daniel among the prophetic books and gives
Chronicles at the end of the histories. Ezra-Nehemiah occurs along with the
short stories and Maccabees before the prophetical books. From the same cen-
tury Codex Marchalianus, holding prophetic books only, lists Lamentations
with Jeremiah and includes Daniel.78 The seventh century Codex Coisilianus,Te
holding only the first part of the Bible, lists Ruth with Judges and gives Chroni-
cles in the sequence of historical books. The somewhat problematic seventh-
ninth century Codex Zuqniensis Rescriptusso indicates Chronicles among histo-
rical books and the prophetical collection (including Daniel) subsequent at least
to the psalms. Codex Basiliano-Vaticanus, eighth to ninth centuries,s' lists Ruth
and Chronicles / Ezra-Nehemiah as well as Esther in the historical section, pla-
ces the poetical books before the prophetical ones and concludes the propheti-
cal collection with Daniel. A last group of this canon are the apocryphal short
stories as well as Maccabees. The ninth or tenth century manuscript to which
the so-called Bodleian Genesis once belonged,82 probably counted Ruth with
Judges and Chronicles among the histories.

Evidence from Christian Writers
The relevant patristic passages have been identified and analysed by scholars
far more able than the present writer.83 It will suffice here to record only issues
pertaining to the sequence of the canonical books in the earlier of these lists.
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Commencing with the Greek fathers, Melito, in the second half of the second
century, listed Ruth with Judges, Lamentations with Jeremiah, Daniel among
the prophets. Chronicles with historical books, poetical books before propheti-
cal ones and Ezra-Nehemiah as a closing appendix. Beckwith argues that this
list was probably derived from Christian sources in Palestine.so Origen some 50
years later gave a similar list, only Ezra-Nehemiah are collected among the his-
tories, while Job and Esther instead make up a small concluding group after the
prophets-where the Twelve are curiously missing.8s Beckwith includes in the
list of Origen, on the evidence from Hillary of Poitier, the missing prophets and
excludes the Maccabees as being outside the collection. If so, the list conforms
to Origen's statement that there are 22 canonical books.86 Cyril of Jerusalem, in
the mid fourth century, gave a list resembling that of Origen, only dissolving the
last group, allocating Esther to the historical books and Job to the poetical
books, letting Daniel close the prophetic collection.s' Athanasius in367 c.E. gave
a list related to those of Origen and Cyril, Daniel again closing the canon.sE
Also the list in Gregory of Nazianzus is very similar.8e At the end of the fourth
century Epiphanius of Salamis produced no less than four lists of canonical
book, all with differing sequence of books.eO In every version Ruth goes with
Judges, Lamentations with Jeremiah, Chronicles with historical books, poetical
books before prophetical books, Daniel with the prophets andEzra-Nehemiah
and Esther as an appendix. From a time somewhat later than Epiphanius-or,
alternatively, from the early second century----comes the list in Hierosolymita-
nus 54.It records historical and poetical books in that sequence, lets Daniel clo-
se the following prophetic collection, and then ends with Ezra-Nehemiah and
Esther in an appendix.nt The list attributed to the council of Inodicea follows
the same pattern but without the appendix, so that Daniel ends the collection.e2

Jerome occupies a special place among the Latin fathers, both for his out-
standing abilities and for his peculiar view of the canon. In his listings in the
prefaces to the Vulgate, 391-94 c.E., he claims to reproduce a Jewish order, and
in fact gives a sequence very similar to B. Bat. l4b.e3 The only substantial devi-
ation is that he-like other Christian theologians----counts Ruth with Judges and
Lamentations with Jeremiah. As demonstrated by Wermelinger, other Latin
fathers were often more ready to accept the so-called apocryphal books as truly
canonical.eo To some extent these expansions blur the value of the material for
our purpose. Some authors seem more concerned with the question of what
books to include in canon, so that the issue of sequence may perhaps be disrup-
ted. In some instances, the added books seem to generate new canonical groups
into which even some of the well-established books were drawn, thus creating
canonical orders without precedence. Suffice it here to say that all lists seem to
count Ruth with Judges, Lamentations with Jeremiah, Daniel as a prophet and
Chronicles as historical book. Most of them place the prophetic corpus towards
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the end of the Old Testament, sometimes followed by an appendix of narrative
books.e5

Synopsis
It seems reasonable that Jerome is indeed citing from that Rabbinical tradition
to which B. Bat. 14b bears witness. For the moment setting aside his testimony,
there emerges in Christian sources a picture with much fluidity, but also with a
few fairly clear trends.

First, there is considerable variation as regards the order of canonical books.
Usually poetical books come before prophetical ones, but occasionally the Rab-
binic order is followed. There are variations in sequence internally within narra-
tive, prophetic and poetical books. For certain books there is variation as to
their classification, so that Esther may be listed among the historical narratives,
among poetical books, or in the appendix. A similar fluidity internally within
Later Prophets and Hagiographa is found in Jewish material throughout the
Middle Ages.e6 A first implication, therefore, is that a view of canon as a fixed
literary unit is anachronistic.

Secondly, there are a few constant Christian characteristics that seem to have
precedence in some Jewish material (cl section one above). The Christian evi-
dence uniformly attests to a long sequence of historical books-including
Chronicles, usually Ezra-Nehemiah and often some shorter stories. This cor-
responds to the order in Josephus, and probably to that in Philo and 4QMMT.
The consistent grouping of Daniel with the prophets, Ruth with Judges and La-
mentations with Jeremiah clearly corresponds to Josephus' dictum of 22
books-a number that is also frequent among the Greek fathers. Such grouping
also agrees with the heading "David" for the last section in 4eMMT.e7

Finally, the Christian material less uniformly attests to two features that so
far seem unprecedented outside Christian sources. By far the larger part of the
evidence lists poetical books prior to the prophetical ones. Sources such as Cy-
rill, Athanasius, Gregory of Nazianzus, the council of Laodicea and Codex Vati-
cunus have the prophetical books close the canon. (The pattern is, however, bro-
ken in Sinaiticus and Alexandrinus, and possibly in Chester Beattieix.) Another
pattern lists prophetical books after poetical books, but has another group close
the canon. This is the case in Melito, Origen, Epiphanius and also in Codex Ba-
siliano-Vaticanus, in Hierosolymitanus and probably in Chester Beattie ix.

3. The Significance of Christian Book Orders

A Jewish Canonical Book Order
Certain characteristics consistently found in Christian lists have precedence in
4QMMT, Josephus and possibly Philo. Precisely in these matters the lists in
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4QMMT and Josephus differ significantly from that in B. Bat. 14b, challenging
the Rabbinical grouping of Ruth, Lamentations, Daniel and Chronicles. Is there
any explanation why Jewish sources would disagree on whether to sort specific
books in the second or the third canonical group? Stephen Chapman claims that
"the Law and the Prophets" were functionally canonical groups in an early pha-
se (see above). In that period, at least the Prophets would be in a flexible state.
By the time of the Prologue to Ben Sira, the third group was in the making.
However, both Davies and Beckwith argue that the books in this last group
would have been functionally canonical before the establishment of a tripartite
canon.n8 So the emergence of the third group occurred in a process where books
were sorted out from Prophets and into the last group. That would account for
its vague name in Ben Sira. It would also explain why some books appear in
either the second or the third group in different Jewish canonical orders.

A fairly obvious hypothesis will be that B. Bat. 14b, having sorted more
books out from Prophets and into Writings, reflects a different and possibly a
later stadium in the canonical process than 4QMMT and Josephus (and Philo)
do. Christian canons reflect a tradition similar to the one in 4QMMI as could
be mirrored already in Luke 24:44. So Rabbinical and Christian book orders de-
veloped fairly simultaneously, and out of the same diverse Jewish background.

Law or Prophecy?
If the issue of canonical order relates to the interpretation of canon (cl above),
one would expect that varying book orders reflect different overall conceptions
of the scriptures. Stephen Chapman argued that in the Old Testament period the
dual collection Law and Prophets established an equilibrium allowing for their
dialectic application to a changing reality.ee It is further clear that later Rabbini-
cal tradition usually gave more dignity to the Law and least to the Hagiograp-
ha.'m So, it seems conceivable that the period in which the canonical book or-
ders emerged, was characterized inter aliaby reflection on the relative impor-
tance of the groups, and thereby on the overall character of the scriptures.

Attempts to grasp the fundamental character of scripture may be reflected in
some of the formulaic expressions describing it in Jewish and New Testament
sources.'u' Many of these are neutral in our respect, such as "scripture" or "holy
books". However, there are designations that imply law as the more important
element of the canon. One is the label "the law" for all scripture, found throug-
hout early Jewish literaturero2 and also in the New Testament.to3 Conversely,
there are passages that employ dual descriptions like "the Law and the Prop-
hets" or "Moses and the Prophets". These are known in Jewish sourcest* and a
fairly large number occur in the New Testament.ro5 Such designations seem
(wittingly or not) to reflect an understanding of the canon with the presumably
early equilibrium between Mosaic and non-Mosaic books still intact. Finally, a

t4l
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few instances in Philo imply prophecy as the fundamental nature of the ca-
non.tu6 In New Testament literature this is the leading notion of scripture. Matt
I l: l3 and Luke 24:27 describe excerpts from the Law as prophetic, and almost
twenty additional passages reflect the conviction that "scripture" is fundamen-
tally prophecy.'ot The view of Psalms and Daniel as prophetic was current in
Qumran,r08 and probably was not limited to one social subset alone. Assigning
"prophecy" as fundamental category for the scriptures, New Testament material
follows Jewish (possibly apocalyptic or "Essene") tradition. This tradition is li-
kely to have lived in some opposition to a view of scripture as fundamentally
law.

Correspondingly, there is the issue of history, so important to Judaism in the
first centuries of the Common Era. Clearly, some orientation towards history is
encoded in the Hebrew scriptures. Indeed, Sanders argued that Torah is esenti-
ally a story.r0e The sequence of historical books from Genesis to 2 Kings serves
as a "foundational myth" bearing witness to an Israel that is still not fully estab-
lished within the story world."0 It focuses on the past and its relevance to the
present and thus creates an identity hovering between prophetic prediction and
the predictive force of law and history. A view of scripture as "law and prophe-
cy" conceivably reflects such an orientation, preserving the memory of what
YHWH did (Law, explicated in the history of the Earlier Prophets) as well as
the prediction of what God shall do (predictions in the Later Prophets interpre-
ted in light of law and history). In postbiblical Jewish literature, the past is
sometimes used to give legitimacy to present political order. This is the case in
Josephus, where the prophets a.re conceived of as historians.ril In apocalyptic li-
terature, on the other hand, the past holds revelations that predict and legitimate
present war and upheaval. As opposed to Josephus, authors of this category are
more likely to have seen historians as prophets. In contrast to both, Rabbinic
theology seems to retire from general politics and focus specificall y on religi-
orrs aspects of history and reality.

By good reason, the establishment of a third canonical group from around
150 e.c.E. would have brought instability to the earlier equilibrium between law
and prophecy. One effect would be that relations between history, prophecy and
present politics needed to be redefined. Sanders has argued that the Hagiograp-
ha in the Rabbinic bible establish an identity that retreals from history to subsist
in statis in an increasingly alien world.r'' This corresponds to Rabbinic empha-
sis upon the law and de-emphasis upon Prophets and Writings. The Christian
old Testament, on the other hand, seems to push the pendulum in the opposite
direction. Perceiving the appendix in some canons precisely as an addendum,
one is bound to agree that the characteristic of the Christian canon is that of a
quadripartite collection ending with prophetic books.r13 There is a universally
felt significance in the ending."o Giving the last word to the Prophets pushes for
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the notion of the Hebrew scriptures as fundamentally prophetic, and therefore is

consistent with New Testament views (see above). It seems historically reaso-

nable to assume that the young church would have inherited such theological

incentives from circles accustomed to thinkine about historv in more or less

apocalyptic manners.
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SUMMARY
This anicle first gives a summary of recent discussion of the canon of the He-
brew Bible / Old Testament. It focuses on the issue of canonical book orders,
finding at least two different Jewish orders by the first century C.E. Then, turn-
ing to later Christian evidence, it is argued that the rather diverse patristic mate-
rial still displays certain characteristics. These are significantly different from
Rabbinic canonical orders, and closer to lists in Josephus and 4QMMT. This re-
flects that Christian and Rabbinic canonical book orders established themselves
fairly simultaneously, out of the same Jewish background. Finally it is argued
that the Christian canonical orders, basically identifying the Hebrew scriptures
as prophecy, reflect a religious type distinct from those orders mirrored in the
Rabbinic bible.
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